Introduction To Animal Science (5th Edition)
Introduction to Animal Science: Global, Biological, Social, and Industry Perspectives, Fifth Edition, features the most comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of the traditional disciplines that are so essential to a solid foundation in Animal Science: nutrition, digestion, feeds, genetics, reproduction, disease, and animal behavior. The text’s comprehensive, non-traditional approach introduces the discipline as an ever-changing, integral part of every aspect of human existence. Author W. Stephen Damron not only presents thorough coverage of the major species and their respective concerns, he challenges you to consider the many pressing interests relevant to Animal Science as it influences and is influenced by society today.
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**Customer Reviews**

I bought this book for school and I must say that I like the kindle version better than a paper book. The search function is great!

I like Animal Science and this book was helpful for the class. Nice layout, good diagrams. I didn’t have a choice on whether or not I bought it though.

got this for an intro class and it’s a easy read, not too dry. shipped quickly and glad i got to rent.

Book is great but it doesn’t work on the android kindle app.
I purchased the book for school. Since school has just started unable to say how good the book it is. But was shipped in a timely manner and received well before school started.

Needed for my intro class, but plan to keep. Has lots of basic information not too in-depth. Covers all farm animals and some other topics. Helped me in class for sure!

Didn't even use for my college class AVS 112 at Cal Poly, so yeah don't have much to say.
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